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A B S T R A C T

Zinc Iodide and Dimethyl Sulfoxide compositions are proposed as therapeutic agents to treat and prevent chronic
and acute viral infections including SARS-CoV-2 infected patients. The therapeutic combinations have a wide
range of virucidal effects on DNA and RNA containing viruses. The combinations also exhibit anti-inflammatory,
immunomodulating, antifibrotic, antibacterial, antifungal and antioxidative effects. Given the fact that Zinc
Iodide has been used as an oral antiseptic agent and DMSO has been already proven as a safe pharmaceutical
solvent and therapeutic agent, we hypothesize that the combination of these two agents can be applied as an
effective, safe and inexpensive treatment for SARS-CoV-2 and other viral infection. The therapeutic compound
can be applied as both etiological and pathogenesis therapy and used as an effective and safe antiseptic (dis-
infectant) for human and animals as well.

Introduction

COVID-19 pandemic caused by SARS-CoV-2 virus, a type of cor-
onavirus, is posing a worldwide threat with its high infectivity and
virulence [1]. Globally, the virus has already caused a costly number of
hospitalizations and deaths resulting in many countries taking quar-
antine actions to limit the spread of infection. The WHO declared the
disease the sixth public health emergency, and then declared the cor-
onavirus outbreak a pandemic [2].

There is currently no cure for this disease, meaning there are no
approved antiviral drugs or vaccine options available for treatment
besides symptomatic managment. Pharmaceutical companies and sci-
entists across the world are dedicating their time and efforts into
finding an effective therapy for COVID-19, but this may take far too
long. Patients with severe cases are getting supportive care, managing
life threatening symptoms of viral pneumonia and acute respiratory
distress syndrome (ARDS). Even with medical professionals working
day and night, the death toll has been steadily increasing, with more
and more countries being infected. There is an urgent need for effective,
safe, inexpensive and readily available therapeutic approaches for
SARS-CoV-2 and viral infection.

The hypothesis

Given the fact that Zinc Iodide has been used as an oral antiseptic
agent and DMSO have already proven as a safe pharmaceutical solvent
and therapeutic agent, we hypothesis that the combination of these two
agents can be applied as an effective, safe and inexpensive treatment for
SARS-CoV-2 and other viral infection.

Evaluation and discussion of hypothesis

Why Zinc?

Zinc as an antiviral agent
Positive-stranded RNA (+RNA) viruses are the single largest group

of RNA viruses including many infectious pathogens. They have
evolved a variety of replication strategies but share the same me-
chanism that an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) functions as
the core enzyme of their RNA-synthesizing machinery. Given their
crucial function in the viral replicative cycle, RdRps are key targets for
antiviral research.

Zinc ions and zinc-ionophores, have previously been described as
potent inhibitors of various RNA viruses. These compounds have shown
efficacy in disrupting the replication pathway, showing antiviral effect.
Increasing intracellular Zinc ion and administration of zinc ionophores
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have been shown to impair replication of a wide range of viruses in-
cluding rhinoviruses [3], influenza [4], coxsackievirus [5], mengovirus
[6], picornavirus [6], herpes [7], and even corona viruses [8]. Krenn
et al. demonstrated that two metal ion binding compounds (zinc io-
nophores), pyrithione and hinokitiol causes a rapid import of extra-
cellular zinc into the cytoplasm. Increased intracellular Zn2+ con-
centrations have been shown to efficiently impair replication of RNA
viruses by interfering with proteolytic processing of viral polyproteins.
A study by Te Velthuis et al. [8] has shown that coronavirus replication
can be inhibited by increased Zn2+ levels through inhibiting SARS-CoV
RdRp activity during the elongation phase of RNA synthesis, without
demonstrating detectable cytotoxicity. The mechanism of action is hy-
pothesized that the zinc ions directly affect template binding. However,
in other studies, zinc ions seemed to locate into the mitochondria, and
the mechanism of inhibition is unclear [6]. Other studies had noted an
inhibitory effect of Zn2+ on the activity of purified RdRps from rhi-
noviruses and hepatitis C virus, but not investigated in any detail
[9,10].

Zinc as an immune supporter
Zinc is an essential trace element for humans and serves as a co-

factor in many transcription factors and enzymes that play critical roles
in growth and development, metabolism, immune function, and wound
healing [11]. This micronutrient is found throughout the body, in the
cells, and is needed as the central ion for over> 300 enzymes to work
[12]. Additionally, it plays a huge part in normal immune function. This
micronutrient is crucial for maintaining homeostasis of both innate and
adaptive immune systems and its deficiency is correlated with com-
promised immune cell development and functions [13]. One of the
major clinical symptoms in zinc deficient patients is depressed im-
munity, which leads to adverse clinical outcomes including increased
infections and frequency of disease [13].

Studies have shown that zinc plays important roles in regulating the
activity of immune mediators including cytokine and chemokine ac-
tivities, contributing to membrane stabilization, and regulating lym-
phocyte apoptosis [13]. Clinically, the use of zinc has been proven ef-
fective against infectious diseases in the human population. After
supplementing zinc in the elderly population, there was a significant
decrease of infections in 12 months compared to the placebo group
[14]. Randomized double blinded placebo-controlled trials have shown
that daily zinc supplementation can reduce the incidence and duration
of chronic diarrhea by 25–30% [15], reduce rates of acute respiratory
infection up to 45% [16], and can even decrease the duration of the
common cold [17].

Zinc as an anti-inflammatory and antioxidative modulator
Clinical trials have demonstrated decreased oxidative stress bio-

markers and decreased inflammatory cytokines in the elderly with zinc
supplementation.[14] In the experimental model of zinc deficiency, the
investigators showed that zinc deficiency per se increased the genera-
tion of IL-1β and its mRNA in human mononuclear cells following LPS
stimulation. Zinc supplementation also upregulates A20, a zinc con-
taining transcriptional factor, which inhibits the activation of NF-κB
[18] which is the prototypical proinflammatory signaling pathway in
cellular responses [19]. Downregulating this pathway leads to a de-
creased generation of inflammatory cytokines. Controlling oxidative
stress and chronic inflammation is important because they are con-
tributing factors for several chronic diseases attributed to aging, such as
atherosclerosis and related cardiac disorders, cancer, neurodegenera-
tion, immunologic disorders and the aging process itself.[20]

Why Iodine?

Iodine is an extremely effective broad-spectrum antiseptic with low
toxicity [21]. Iodine has very high germicidal activity targeting bac-
terial exotoxins and enzymes [22], making developing resistance

difficult [23]. Fischer et al. [24] demonstrated that after a single dose of
oral potassium iodide to a human subject increased serum I- con-
centrations and resulted in the increase of I- in the upper airway se-
cretion. The increased concentration of iodide demonstrated robust
activity against two major respiratory viral pathogens, adenovirus, and
RSV. This study suggests that iodide compound contributing to airway
antiviral defense is through the activation of the lactoperoxidase/I2/
H2O2 system. The delivery of I- to airway mucosa may augment innate
antiviral immunity.

Iodine is one of the essential nutrients. There have been many his-
torical reports of immune deficiencies among populations of iodine-
deficient people [25]. A lack of iodine is widespread in modern dietary
and lifestyle, with high dietary perchlorate, glucosinolate, thiocyanate,
calcium nitrate, cobalt and rubidium interfere with iodine metabolism
and may increase iodine requirements [26]. Household hygiene pro-
ducts such as chlorine containing beach and fluoride in water and
toothpaste further depletes iodine in our body [27]. Leukocyte myelo-
peroxidase enzyme uses iodine in cell-mediated immunity and iodine is
an important component of many immune cells [28]. Additionally, io-
dides also have many other biologic effects including regulating in-
flammation, improving immune cell bacteria phagocytosis, and
boosting the innate immune functions [26]. Iodine is highly instable
and tends to sublimate. The development of unique iodine complexes
that provide better availability to the human and animals is very im-
portant.

Why Dimethyl Sulfoxide?

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), discovered in 1963, is an all-natural
substance derived from wood pulp. It could penetrate the skin and other
membranes without damaging them and could carry components into
the biological system. DMSO is commonly used as a solvent to dissolve
water-insoluble drugs or test samples in both in vivo and in vitro ex-
periments. DMSO can readily induce oxidative stress, raise oxygen le-
vels, and act as an antiviral agent [29,30]. This compound has shown to
revise septic conditions associated with viral infection-induced dysre-
gulated immuno‐inflammatory responses [31,32]. Mechanistically,
DMSO is a potent antioxidant that can regulate transcription factor
activation in septic animals, and act as a carrier for other drugs. Several
studies have been done on the effect of DMSO infusion for patients with
cancer, showing efficacy with limited side effects [33]. Intra-venous
infusion of DMSO with sodium bicarbonate brought on symptomatic
relief in patients with metastatic prostate cancer [34], and demon-
strated better pain control for refractory cancer pain [35].

Zinc Iodine-DMSO therapeutic compound for COVID-19 and viral
infections

Morbidity, mortality, infectiveness and spread of infectious diseases
are dependent on the host-pathogen relationship. Given the lack of
effective and safe antiviral drugs for COVID-19, we should place more
attention in supporting host immune defense, cytoprotection, and im-
munoregulation. We propose using a combination of Zinc Iodide (ZnI2)
with Dimethyl Sulfoxide for the prevention and treatment of viral in-
fection and sepsis. The therapeutic compound combines the two in-
gredients ZnI2 and DMSO might have strong synergetic efficacy in
controlling symptoms, preventing, and treating all types of viral in-
fections.

Conclusion

Viral infections such as SAR-CoV-2 (COVID-19), influenza, RSV, and
many others are usually associated with increased oxidative stress
leading to oxidative cellular and tissue damages resulting in multi-
organ failure. The proposed therapeutic combination of Zinc Iodide-
DMSO can be used effectively for the treatment of SARS-CoV-2 infected
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patients by suppressing viral replication and virulence, decreasing in-
flammation and reducing organ damages. Zinc Iodide-DMSO might also
be used as a preventive agent for respiratory viral infections including
SARS-CoV-2 by boosting the innate immune defense and reducing pa-
thogen infectiveness.

Further clinical trials are needed to validate the effectiveness and
develop an optimal therapeutic protocol for possible application of Zinc
Iodide-DMSO in patients with viral infections.
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